The fund for
lifesaving heart surgery
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in Vietnam
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Address and no:
Date of birth:
Medical Diagnosis:
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Type of Surgery:
Surgery Cost:
Family income:
Family situation:

NGUYEN HAO UY

Gender: male

Thuong Chau Group, Ngu Phung commune, Phu Quy district, Binh
Thuan province.
Tel: 01688.391.791
Nov 2012
Ventricular septal defect
Feb 2014
Open-heart surgery
2256 USD at Tam Duc heart hospital
Low and unstable income ( 94 USD total/ month)

Hao Uy is the youngest of 2 children whose father woks as sea-fisherman. He has been diagnosed
with an inborn heart disease called Ventricular Septal Defect recently at Tet 2014. The doctors
suggested that he needs to take an urgent open-heart surgery in order to saving life because of his
weak body resistance. Their house was built by the help of neighbors. They have still indebted
200.000.000 VND ( 9400 USD) that they borrowed to give medical care to Uy and cover living
expenses. The father is a worker engaged in full-time marine fishing which is such a dangerous job.
No matter how hardworking he is, he is still unable to earn enough money for family’s living. The
mother stays at home and take care of Uy and his brother who is just 5 years old.
Now, Uy was brought into Tam Duc heart hospital as soon as he has experienced many serious
symptoms. However, because the parents can not afford the hospital cost, so that the little Hao Uy
has not yet had surgery. He is in urgent need of helps and donations to survive.
Sponsors

-

Children Action Org
The Vietnam’s Projects (Mr. Marny Freedman)
through Heartbeat Vietnam of VinaCapital
Foundation.

Post- surgery information:
- Admission date: Feb. 19, 2014
- Surgery date: Feb. 20, 2014
- Date of discharge: N/A
Little Hao Uy had a heart surgery at Tam Duc heart hospital
, his health is recover better and better and he will going
home in few days.
Photo of Hao Uy after heart syrgery at Tam Duc heart
hospital
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